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AUTO TECHGUARD
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ABOUT OUR COMPANY
Auto TechGuard Auto Protection Services
Auto TechGuard is a premier provider of extended vehicle

“Great partners
Great products”

service contract and ancillary products. Our agents have
a

wealth

of

knowledge

and

years

of

experience

and

wisdom gained through their dealership retail experience.
Our company prides itself in providing products and services
with compliance and customer satisfaction. Our field agents and
infrastructure give you and your customers the support needed
for an “A” rated experience. Additionally, all designated contracts
are backed by a Contractual Liability Insurance Policy issued
by Plateau Casualty Insurance Company.
Dealers nationwide are switching to Auto TechGuard after
seeing first-hand the experience of working with such an
experienced and efficient company. In addition to delivering
first-rate products, we provide continued support to our dealer
network to enhance the customer experience every step of the
way.

PARTNERSHIP STRATEGY
Auto TechGuard partners with each dealer to ensure that
we deliver industry-leading products along with industryleading service.
All of our agents have many years of dealership
experience
to

to

increase

help

overall

develop
dealership

winning

strategies

profitability.

Auto

TechGuard agents are committed to helping increase
bottom line profits with high customer satisfaction in
a compliant manner. We can achieve winning results
through observing and coaching each dealership on a
personal level.
Each agent will help increase profitability by focusing on:
* F&I training and development
* Assist in achieving industry benchmarks
* Assist in reaching dealer specific goals
* Develop business improvement plans
* Financial Analysis

AUTOTECHGUARD.COM
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OUR VISION & MISSION
“Auto TechGuard prides itself on providing world class F&I
Products and Solutions in a compliant, customer f riendly
and profitable structure for each dealership.”
Company Vision
It’s simple. We align ourselves with dealer partners to enhance
the customer buying experience while increasing overall F&I
productivity. We fit each customer with products that meet their
individual driving needs. We seek to build business relationships
using tools and resources essential for your dealership’s success.
We raise industry standards and achieving the highest customer
satisfaction without compromising dealer profitability.

Company Mission
Our Mission is to ensure our consumers are completely satisfied each step of
the way. From purchasing a product, to having their vehicle repaired quickly
and efficiently, a fast and satisfying turn-a-round. With our industry-leading
claims process, our goal is to minimize repair time and maximize the dealer and
consumer experience. Which helps to build brand loyalty for the dealer and the
Auto TechGuard brands.

PRODUCT PORTFOLIO
There are no secrets to success. It is the
result of preparation, hard work, and
learning from failure.

AUTOTECHGUARD.COM
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Vehicle Service Contracts
Our Vehicle Service Contracts offer
peace of mind when your vehicle is
out of manufacturer’s warranty. We
have a variety of terms of coverage to
fit your driving needs.

Tire & Wheel Coverage
With unpredictable road hazards,
we provide confidence in knowing
that we have you covered with road
hazards and even offer peace of mind

Extra Guard Protection

for covered cosmetic damages.

We even cover those accidental
dings or dents, unfortunate interior
rips or windshield repair and replace
key/FOBS.

Guaranteed Asset Protection
In the event of a total loss accident,
the

GAP

provider

will

pay

the

difference between what the loan
balance is and what an insurance
company pays for market value.

With ATG, you get more than an
incredible product line; you receive a
business partner.
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Flexible Contract Terms

VEHICLE SERVICE
CONTRACTS

24/7 Roadside Assistance
Rental Car Coverage
Multiple Deductible Option
Easy, Flexible Payment Terms
Cancel Anytime
Multiple Coverage Options
Auto TechGuard offers coverage that will give customers peace of mind with every mile
they drive, whether they are purchasing a new or Pre-Owned vehicle. With four levels to
choose from, we can meet and exceed customer’s expectations by providing comprehensive
coverage’s against the unforeseen costly mechanical breakdowns.

*This is not a contract. The terms and conditions are inclusive of the Auto TechGuard Vehicle Service Contract.

TIRE & WHEEL
COVERAGE

AUTOTECHGUARD.COM
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Flexible Terms and Coverage
Road Hazards
Cosmetic Coverage
Zero Deductible
No Mileage Limit
Cancel Anytime

With Auto Techguard Tire and Wheel coverage, we can handle those unpredictable road
hazards when they occur. If you choose we can also cover those cosmetic damages should
they occur.

*This is not a contract. The terms and conditions are inclusive of the Auto TechGuard Vehicle Service Contract
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EXTRA GUARD
PROTECTION

Interior Fabric Repair
Paintless Dent Repair
Windshield Repair
Key FOB Replacement
No Claim Refund Policy
Cancel Anytime

Extra Guard from Auto Tech will help keep your customer’s vehicles looking nice during
their ownership periods. We can guard against exterior dents or dings, interior rips tears or
burns, windshield repair, and key/FOB replacement.

*This is not a contract. The terms and conditions are inclusive of the Auto TechGuard Vehicle Service Contract.

GUARANTEED ASSET
PROTECTION

AUTOTECHGUARD.COM
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Customer Protection
Day 1 Coverage*
Flexible Terms
Finance Up To $100k
Loss Coverage Up To $75k
Up To $1000 Deductible
Up To $1000 Down Pay Assist
Customers need confidence when they purchase a vehicle. In the event of a total loss
situation, that GAP Waiver protects them from having to pay the difference between what
the insurance company wants to pay for market value and what the financial institution is
owed. We bring you tested products to meet this essential need.
*This is not a contract. The terms and conditions are inclusive of the Auto TechGuard Vehicle Service Contract

CONTACT US
AUTO TECHGUARD
PROTECTION

Vehicle Protection Services

ADDRESS

PHONE

WEB & EMAIL

583 West Skippak Pike

Phone (833) 344-8273

Email info@autotechguard.com

Suite 200
Blue Bell, PA 19422

Web

www.autotechguard.com

